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the film stars ajay devgn in the title role as bhagat singh, shraddha kapoor in the lead role as
sukhdev, boman irani as professor shaukat hussain, yashpal sharma as sardar patel, vansh bhardwaj

as balwant rai, raza murad as lyallpur, pankaj kapoor as mahendra pratap and manoj bajpayee as
rajguru. the film also features kunal kapoor, anita hassanandani, karanvir bohra, kapil sharma,

anupam kher, kirti kulhari and pankaj kapur. the music is composed by krsna-music and lyrics are
penned by shabbir ahmed, sameer and khayyam. the film is set in british punjab, in 1919, before the
partition of india. in the film, a boy called bhagat singh becomes a revolutionary after witnessing the
jallianwala bagh massacre in amritsar. he joins the freedom struggle and is eventually assassinated
by the british. the film takes us on a riveting journey of shaheed bhagat singh's remarkable life * his

searing anguish as a 12-year-old at the horrific jallainwala baug massacre. * his whole-hearted
participation in mahatma gandhiji's non-cooperation movement of 1921. * his disillusionment after

mahatma gandhiji called the non-cooperation movement off. * his obsessive search as a teenager for
a strategy that would free his country from the inhuman yoke of british rule the film takes us on a

riveting journey of shaheed bhagat singh's remarkable life * his searing anguish as a 12-year-old at
the horrific jallainwala baug massacre. * his whole-hearted participation in mahatma gandhiji's non-

cooperation movement of 1921. * his disillusionment after mahatma gandhiji called the non-
cooperation movement off. * his obsessive search as a teenager for a strategy that would free his

country from the inhuman yoke of british rule
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devgn is in the news for a number of reasons as of late. after ekta kapoor's crime drama ishq vishk
(2019), the legend of bhagat singh turns 20. on the occasion, the actor tweeted out a quote from the
film. "t.l.o.b.s. abounds in moments that remain etched in your memory even after the screening has

ended", he tweeted. he also shared a screenshot of a tweet where he was also tagged by noted
journalist-activist suman ranganathan. the legend of bhagat singh is a biographical film directed by
rajkumar santoshi. it stars ajay devgn as the titular character along with sushant singh, d. santosh

and akhilendra mishra as the other lead characters. raj babbar, farida jalal and amrita rao play
supporting roles. the film revolves around the life of bhagat singh, a socialist revolutionary who

fought for indian independence along with fellow members of the hindustan republic association. it
chronicles bhagat singh's life from his childhood where he witnesses the jallianwala bagh massacre

until the day he was hanged to death on 23 march 1931. initially scripted by atul sabharwal, the film
is based on rajkumar santoshi's adaptation of santoshi's own play called the legend of bhagat singh.
according to reports, ajay devgn will be seen as bhagat singh in a biopic. the legend of bhagat singh,

which is inspired by santoshi's play "the legend of bhagat singh", is set to release on june 7, two
days after the actor's birthday. the film revolves around the life of bhagat singh, a socialist
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revolutionary who fought for indian independence along with fellow members of the hindustan
republic association. it chronicles bhagat singh's life from his childhood where he witnesses the

jallianwala bagh massacre until the day he was hanged to death on 23 march 1931. the film will be
directed by santoshi. 5ec8ef588b
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